DODGE CHARGER • AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES
WE BUILT IT! WE KNOW IT!

The story of Mopar® began 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA Canada Inc. brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar® Vehicle Protection Plans. That’s the Mopar® advantage: making your life more convenient with professional services, ramping up your pride of ownership with authentic accessories, adding style and flair to your drive. After all, we built it. We know it.

Vehicle above features matte black bodyside graphic, chrome mirror covers, rear spoiler, molded splash guards, 20-inch black envy wheels and Mopar® Performance badge.

Vehicle on cover features matte black bodyside graphic, 20-inch black chrome wheels and crosshair grille.
A. BACKUP SPEAKER SYSTEMS. Exclusive audio system upgrade components. No cutting or soldering required.

B. WIRELESS CHARGING PAD. Charging made quick and easy when equipped with the included smartphone case. Professional installation recommended.

PREMIUM SUITABLE SIZED MAT. Protects vehicle’s cargo area.

C. DODGE BRAND LOGO. 

D. SRT LOGO. 

E. ALL-WEATHER MAT. Waterproof material with deep grooves to trap elements and protect your interior carpet. Set of four.

F. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedals, Black rubber pads. No drilling required.

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Protect vehicle’s footwell carpet. Set of four.

G. DODGE BRAND LOGO. [ 82215157AB – AWD ] [ 82215159AB – RWD ]

H. SRT LOGO. [ 82215551AB – RWD SRT® ]

CROSSHAIR GRILLE (Shown on cover). Available primed and ready to paint. Ideal for SE models.

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS (Shown right). Handcrafted and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Ask your retailer for more information.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers.

(1) A voucher to redeem applicable wireless smartphone cover is included with purchase of the Wireless Charging Pad.
LEICESTER PLATE FRAMES. Stainless steel in Black or Polished finish, with or without logo.

A. DODGE BRAND LOGO. [82214767 – Satin Black]
[82214766 – Polished]

B. CHARGER LOGO. [82214930 – Satin Black]
[82214929 – Polished]

C. SRT® LOGO. [82214921 – Satin Black]
[82214920 – Polished]

D. SRT HELLCAT® LOGO. [82215525 – Satin Black]
[82215526 – Polished]

E. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Reduce wind noise and allow windows to be open even during inclement weather. [82212234]

F. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. [82213499]

G. CHARGER LOGO. [82212309]

H. SRT HELLCAT LOGO. [82214912AB]

I. DAYTONA LOGO. [82215095]

J. ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel. Front guards feature Charger logo, which illuminates when doors are opened. Set of four. [82214274AB]

K. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel with laser-etched logo. Set of two.

L. MOPAR® LOGO. [82212904]

M. CHARGER LOGO. [82212283]

N. SRT® LOGO. [82214273]

O. SRT HELLCAT® LOGO. [82215310AB]

P. MOPAR KEY FOB BADGES. Set of two. [82212928]

Q. REAR SPOILER. Increases downforce, adds sporty look. Primed and ready to paint. [82214753]

R. LED FOG LIGHTS. (1) Provides maximum visibility in hard-to-see weather while minimizing glare. [82214427AC]

S. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Help protect the lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Set of two. [82212243 – Front]
[82214950 – Rear]

T. CARGO TOTE (2). Helps organize your on-the-road gear. Features skid-resistant bottom, snap-in dividers for modular storage and Dodge Brand logo. [82208567AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check provincial and local laws for restrictions on installation and use. (2) Properly secure all cargo.
A. 20-INCH BLACK CHROME R/T WHEEL [82212396]
B. 20-INCH BLACK ENVY WHEEL [82212816]
C. 20-INCH CLASSIC II WHEEL [82213089]
D. 18-INCH BLACK RALLYE WHEEL [82212330]
E. WHEEL LOCK KIT [82212567]
F. G. SRT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS [82219019 – Chrome]
H. BLACK SRT HELLCAT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS [82214911]
I. J. MOPAR® LOGO VALVE STEM CAPS [82215721 – Blue]

BOLD FROM THE GROUND UP
YOUR DODGE CHARGER + THE REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT + THE CARRIER OF YOUR CHOICE = ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVENTURE. WHETHER YOU’RE HEADED TO CATCH SOME WAVES OR CATCH UP WITH FAMILY, MOPAR ® ROOF RACKS AND CARRIERS HELP YOU BRING WHAT YOU WANT, WHEREVER YOU’RE GOING. SPORT, BIKE AND CARGO CARRIER OPTIONS FROM MOPAR LET YOU BRING – AND HAVE – IT ALL.
Charger’s attitude is so intense, it’s impossible to ignore. The first glance sends shivers. The second begs you to slide your hand along its low, lean profile and scalloped bodyside. The imposing grille leaves no question where this retro-modern muscle came from. Today, Mopar, offers an impressive line of exclusive performance parts for Dodge Charger. The lineup ranges from Suspension Kits to Pad and Rotor Upgrades to Custom Wheels machined to match Charger’s exact specifications. Regardless of which performance or appearance enhancements you choose, you can rest assured your Charger will command authority.

TAKE IT FURTHER

CHARGER'S ATTITUDE IS SO INTENSE, IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO IGNORE. THE FIRST GLANCE SENDS SHIVERS. THE SECOND BEGS YOU TO SLIDE YOUR HAND ALONG ITS LOW, LEAN PROFILE AND SCALLOPED BODYSIDE. THE IMPOSING GRILLE LEAVES NO QUESTION WHERE THIS RETRO-MODERN MUSCLE CAME FROM. TODAY, MOPAR, OFFERS AN IMPRESSIVE LINE OF EXCLUSIVE PERFORMANCE PARTS FOR DODGE CHARGER. THE LINEUP RANGES FROM SUSPENSION KITS TO PAD AND ROTOR UPGRADES TO CUSTOM WHEELS MACHINED TO MATCH CHARGER'S EXACT SPECIFICATIONS. REGARDLESS OF WHICH PERFORMANCE OR APPEARANCE ENHANCEMENTS YOU CHOOSE, YOU CAN REST ASSURED YOUR CHARGER WILL COMMAND AUTHORITY.

VEHICLE FEATURES

18-INCH RALLYE WHEELS AND REAR SPOILER

1. ANTI-SWAY BARS. (1) Help reduce side-to-side lean in turns for better handling and control. (P5410842)
2. MOPAR BLUE CALIPER COVER KIT. Reduces brake dust and protects calipers to keep them looking good out on the road while enhancing the appearance of your wheels. Set of four. (82213125)
3. LEFT/RIGHT SMART KIT. Routed high-tension wires to individual components. Improves look of suspension, rotor, caliper and outer disc. Rotates motor and steering wheel. (19266856)
4. DRIVE SPOILER. Connects spoiler and hood to give your engine a low, clean look. For 5.7L HEMI® V8 engine. (82213052)
5. FRONT AND REAR UPPER KIT. Bolted fixture for front bumper and rear spoiler. (82213217)
6. HIGH PERFORMANCE OIL FILTER. High Flow filter for 5.7L, 6.4L HEMI engines. (05038041AA)
7. COLD AIR INTAKE KIT. Adds horsepower and torque going along with an aggressive sound to charge air into intake and exhaust. It’s a must. See retailer for vehicle application.
8. BIG BRAKE KIT. Increases stopping distance and reduces brake fade. Includes 2-piston (14.6”) Big Brake Front Caliper, 10.25” rotor (19299467), Brake Hoses, Dust Shields and mounting hardware. (P5160035AB)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers.

Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted. (2) Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use.
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A. PERFORMANCE BADGE.(1) Race-inspired design features Mopar logo.

B. LOWERING SPRINGS KIT .(1) Delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response.

C. PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT .(1) Features exclusive INOX technology. Stainless steel spring perches and thread design allow for easy, exact height adjustment and prevent wear.

D. SRT® SUSPENSION KIT .(1) Improves control and handling. Includes shocks, springs and isolators.

E. REAR STRUT TOWER BRACE .(1) Improves responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. Features Mopar logo.

F. FRONT STRUT TOWER BRACE. (1)(2) Minimizes flex during hard cornering and braking. Features Mopar logo.

G. SHOCK TOWER CAPS. (1) Chrome caps replace production Black plastic caps providing a custom look. Sold separately.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted. (2) Available for 5.7L and 6.4L engines only. (3) Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint, terms and conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (sign-in required). Optional features subject to additional fees. (4) Consult provincial and local laws on use of remote starters.

ENGINEERED WITH TECHNOLOGY

REMOTE START™
Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronics security system.
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REMOTE START™

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System
Utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system, powered by Guidepoint™, to keep track of your vehicle 24/7 and help recover it in the event of a theft. Expanded subscription plans include: Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Track Maps of Past Locations and more. Other available features include: text alerts for speed limitations and distance parameters, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service.
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REMOTE START™

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System
Utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system, powered by Guidepoint™, to keep track of your vehicle 24/7 and help recover it in the event of a theft. Expanded subscription plans include: Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Track Maps of Past Locations and more. Other available features include: text alerts for speed limitations and distance parameters, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service.

The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronics security system.